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Abstract: In-cylinder pressure profile and in-cylinder temperature profile of compression ignition engine

is investigated using computational engine model simulation in this paper. The engine model is developed

from the real compression ignition engine data. The software have used in the compression ignition engine

model development is GT-POWER, the part of GT-ISE software. In this research, the simulation of engine

model is running in variations engine speeds. The engine model output is designed focuses on

investigation the correlation of characteristic in-cylinder pressure profile and in-cylinder temperature profile

based on variations engine speeds. The simulation output data is collected from the GT-Post results plots

in post processing. The results of the engine model simulation are shown the characters in-cylinder engine

pressure profile and in-cylinder engine temperature profile of engine in variations engine speeds running.

The best performance in-cylinder profile is shown in 3000 rpm engine speed.
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INTRODUCTION

In the direct injection compression ignition engines,

fuel is injected by the fuel injection system into the

engine cylinder toward the end of the compression

stroke,  just  before the desired start of combustion.

The liquid fuel, usually injected at high velocity as one

or more jets through small orifices or nozzles in

injector tip, atomizes into small drops and penetrates

into the combustion chamber. The fuel vaporizes and

mixes with high temperature and high pressure cylinder

air. Since the air temperature and pressure are above

the fuel’s ignition point, spontaneous ignition of

portions of the already-mixed fuel and after air a delay

period of a few crank angle degrees. The cylinder

pressure increases as combustion of the fuel-air mixture

occurs. The major problem in compression ignition

engine combustion chamber design is achieving

sufficiently  rapid  mixing between the injected fuel

and  the  air  in the cylinder to complete combustion

in the  appropriate  crank  angle  interval  close to

top-center . [2 ,4 ,7 ,8 ,11 ,12 ,14 ,18]

Cylinder pressure changes with crank angle as a

result of cylinder volume change, combustion, heat

transfer to chamber walls, flow into and out of crevice

regions and leakage. The effect of volume change on

the pressure can readily be accounted for combustion

rate information from accurate pressure data provided

of model. Cylinder pressure versus crank angle data

over the compression and expansion strokes of the

engine operating cycle can be used to obtain

quantitative information on the progress of combustion.

Suitable methods of analysis which yield the rate of

release of the fuel’s chemical energy, or rate of the

burning will be described in the paper. 

Any researchers have been studied in-cylinder

pressure and temperature in some bases of engine

operation. Piedrahita has studied the engine cylinder[15] 

pressure and temperature under different operation

parameters, such as air-fuel ration and spark angle

advance, a zero-dimensional model is applied.

Eriksson has studied an analytic model for cylinder[9] 

pressure in a four-stroke SI engine, the study describe

the in-cylinder pressure of a spark ignited combustion

engine  operating close to stoichiometric conditions, as

a function  of crank angle, manifold pressure, manifold

temperature and  spark timing. Sanders has studied[16] 

of gas temperature measurements during ignition in an

HCCI engine. The measurements results were made

during the compression and early portion of the

combustion phase of an n-heptane-fueled HCCI engine.

The measured pressure-temperature history was

compared to kinetic calculations of the ignition delay,

and showed the traversal of the negative temperature

coefficient regime. In-cylinder combustion pressure

characteristics of Fischer-Tropsch and conventional

diesel fuels in a heavy-duty CI engine. Atkinson  has[1 ] 

studied the in-cylinder combustion pressure traces

obtained during the engine testing were analyzed to

obtain  several  pressure-based   variables  including
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ignition delay, combustion duration, peak pressure,
location of peak pressure, relative quantities of premix
and diffusive burn heat release, indicated mean
effective pressure, and location of one-half of the mass
fraction burned. Klein has studied compression[13] 

estimation from simulated and measured cylinder
pressure.

Most  of  cylinder  pressure investigation is
usually measured with piezoelectric pressure
transducers. In this paper, the cylinder profile is
investigated using computational simulation software
from  the  real  compression  ignition  engine data.
The software have used in the result is GT-POWER
software. GT-POWER is the leading engine simulation
tool used by engine and vehicle makers and supplies
and is suitable for analysis of a wide range of engine
issues. GT-POWER is designed for steady-state and
transient simulation and can be used for analysis of
engine and power train control . It is applicable to all[10]

types of internal combustion engines and provides the
user with many components to model any advanced
concept.  GT-POWER is based on one dimensional gas
dynamics, representing the flow and heat transfer in the
piping and in the other components of an engine
system. In addition to the flow and heat transfer
capabilities, the code contains many other specialized
models required for system analysis. GT-POWER has
the capability to model all of the aspects of the engine
in the schematic and more . By being comprehensive,[10]

the code is well suited for integration of all aspects
arising in engine and vehicle development. GT-POWER
can be used for a wide range of activities relating to
application and prediction of engine design and
development. A user friendly interactive post
processing tool, GT-Post, can be used to manipulate
and view all of the plot data generated by GT-Cool.
Important performance data can be plotted against
parameters from a multiple case run.

In this research is want to investigate the
correlation of characteristic in-cylinder pressure profile
and in-cylinder temperature profile using simulation of
engine  model  based  on  engine  speeds variation.
The  results output of engine model is focuses in
engine cylinder pressure and temperature performance.
The  engine  model  is simulated based on original
data engine and running on variations engine speeds.
The results data are collected from the GT-Post results
plots data. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Four stroke single cylinder direct injection
compression ignition engine model has been developed
in this research by using GT-POWER software based
on real engine selected data . The specification[3 ,5 ,6 ,17]

data of the selected compression ignition engine model
is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Specification of the engine

Engine Parameters Value

Bore (mm) 86.0

Stroke (mm) 70.0

Displacem ent (cc) 407.0

Num ber of cylinder 1

Connecting rod length (mm) 118.1

Exhaust valve open (EVO) ( CA) 1470

Exhaust valve close (EVC) ( CA) 2820

Intake valve open (IVO) ( CA) 3950

Intake valve close (IVC) ( CA) 5300

Injection Start ( CA) -22.00

Number of nozzle injector 1

Num ber of nozzle injector holes 4

Diameter of nozzle injector holes (mm) 0.1

In the GT-POWER engine model development, a

typical engine is modeled using EngCylinder and

EngineCrankTrain component objects and Valve*Conn

and EngCylConn connection objects. EngCylinder and

EngineCranktrain are used to define the basic geometry

and characteristics of engine. Both objects further refer

to several reference objects for more detailed modeling

information on such attributes as combustion and heat

transfer. Cylinder must be connected to the engine with

EngCylConn part made from the predefined object

which available in the template library.  While

EngCylConn parts have no user defined attributes, the

global cylinder number for cylinder is assigned by the

port number where the EngCylConn connection is

attached to the engine. Cylinder are connected to intake

and exhaust ports with Valve*Conn connections. Many

Valve*Conn connection templates are available to

define different types of valve and their characteristics.

To develop of single-cylinder four-stroke direct-

injection compression ignition engine model using GT-

POWER software is step by step, the first step is open

all of the selected diesel engine components to measure

the engine components part size. To create the GT-

POWER model, select window and then Tile with

Template Library from the menu. This will place the

GT-POWER template library on the left hand side of

the screen. The template library contains all of the

available templates that can be used in GT-POWER.

Some of these templates those that will be needed in

the project need to be copied into the project before

they can be used to create objects and parts. For the

purpose of this model, click on the icons listed and

drag them from the template library into the project

library. Some of these are templates and some are

objects that have already been defined and included in

the GT-POWER template library. Then, the engine

components size data input to the GT-POWER library

of the all engine components data. All of the

parameters in the model will be listed automatically in

the case setup and each one must be defined for first

case of the simulation. The engine model is shown in

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Single-cylinder direct injection compression ignition engine model using GT-POWER

In the Fig. 1, i-1 is intake environment, i-3 is

intrunnerairfilter, i-5 is air filter, i-7 is intrunner, i-9 is

import, i-10 is intvalve, en-11 is injector, en-12 is

engine cylinder, en-14 is engine cranktrain, e-15 is

exhvalve, e-16 is exhport, e-18 is exhrunner, e-20 is

muffler, e-22 is exhrunnerexit, and e-24 is exhaust

environment.   Components i-1 until i-10 is for intake

system, en-11 until en-14 is for injection and engine,

and e-15 until e-24 is for exhaust system.

In the GT-POWER, characterization of in-cylinder

flow is velocity, turbulent intensity, swirl and tumble

coefficients. Swirl and tumble coefficient are specified

by the user versus L/D (valve lift over valve diameter)

ratio or lift in Valve*Conn reference objects. The swirl

and tumble coefficients are defined as the ratio of the

angular momentum flux to the linear momentum flux.

The swirl and tumble coefficients may be calculated

using equation (1), (2) and (3) as follow if the swirl or

tumble torque have been measured.

        (1)

        (2)

        (3)

c  cwhere, S is swirl coefficient, T  is tumble

s tcoefficient, T  is swirl torque, T  is tumble torque, m is

ismass flow rate, U  is isentropic valve velocity, D  is

R 0cylinder bore, P  is absolute ratio, R is gas constant, T

is upstream stagnation temperature, and g is specific

heat ratio in 1.4 for air at 300K. 
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The combustion in cylinders is modeled by one of

the five available EngCylComb reference objects

inc luded  with GT -POW ER . T he  combustion

spreadsheet also has a feature to match the Wiebe

constants to a heat release rate that has been calculated

from measure cylinder pressure. The equations are

given in equation (4), (5), (6), (7) and (8). 

        (4)

    (5)

  (6)

     (7)

M Pwhere, F  is main fraction, WC  is Wiebe premix

M Tconstant, WC  is Wiebe main constant, WC  Wiebe tail

constant. 

In the combustion rate calculation in instantaneous

crank angle, the cumulative combustion rate is

calculated normalized to 1.0 . The combustion starts[1 0 ]

at 0.0 (0% burned and progresses to 1.0 (100%

burned). To calculate the combustion rate is using

equation (8). 

Combustion (è) =

     (8)

PSOI is start of injection, ID is ignition delay, D  is

M Tpremix duration, D  is main duration, D  is tail

P  T Pduration, F is premix fraction, F  is tail fraction, E  is

M Tpremix exponent, E  is main exponent and E  is tail

exponent.

In this research, the solver of GT-POWER

determines the performance of an engine simulation

based on engine speed mode in the EngineCrankTrain

object. Speed mode is the most commonly used mode

of engine simulation, especially for steady states

cases . In the research imposes the engine speed as[10]

either constant or by a dependency reference object.

This method typically provides steady-state results very

quickly because the speed of the engine is imposed

from the start of the simulation, thus eliminating the

relatively long period of time that a loaded engine

requires for the crankshaft speed to reach steady-state.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The simulation result of the engine model is

running in 8 cases based on engine speed. Case 1 is

engine model running at 500 rpm, case 2 is engine

model running at 1000 rpm, case 3 is engine model

running at 1500 rpm, case 4 is engine model running

at 2000 rpm, case 5 is engine model running at 2500

rpm,  case 6 is engine model running at 3000 rpm,

case 7 is engine model running at 3500 rpm and case

8 is engine model running at 4000 rpm. In this

research, the result of the model is viewed from GT-

Post plot. The results of the simulations are shown in

Fig. 2 until Fig. 7. Fig. 2 shows the in-cylinder

pressure versus crank angle profile in 8 cases of engine

speeds, Fig. 3 shows the in-cylinder temperature versus

crank angle profile in 8 cases of engine speeds, Fig. 4

shows  the  in-cylinder  burned zone temperature

profile in 8 cases of engine speeds, Fig. 5 shows the

in-cylinder unburned zone temperature profile in 8

cases of engine speeds, , Fig. 6 shows the log P-logV

diagram profile in 8 cases of engine speeds and  Fig.

7 shows the P-V diagram profile of compression

ignition engine in 8 cases of engine speeds .

The in-cylinder pressure characteristics have been

plotted  from  simulation  result  output  in  Fig. 2.

In-cylinder pressure profile results are shown that in

the pressure in compression stroke to ignition and then

to product the engine power from the fuel and air

combustion is higher than the pressure in expansion

strokes for exhaust gas from combustion and for air

intake needed to combustion. The results are shown

that decreasing engine speed will be decrease pressure

in-cylinder and increasing engine speed will be increase

pressure in-cylinder. In this simulation, the results are

shown that the highest in-cylinder pressure in

combustion process is not in the highest engine speed.

From the Fig. 2 shown that, the lowest in-cylinder

pressure in combustion pressure is in 4000 rpm engine

speed, because in this case the combustion is in rapidly

so the combustion process is not excellent and

unburned  fuel  is  highest,  this phenomenon will be
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Fig. 2: In-cylinder pressure profile of compression ignition engine in variation engine speeds (rpm)

Fig. 3: In-cylinder temperature profile of compression ignition engine in variation engine speeds (rpm)

Fig. 4: In-cylinder  burned  zone  temperature  profile  of  compression ignition engine in variations engine

speeds (rpm)
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Fig. 5: In-cylinder  unburned  zone  temperature profile of compression ignition engine in variations engine

speeds (rpm)  

Fig. 6: LogP-LogV Diagram of engine model at variation engine speed (rpm)

Fig. 7: P-V Diagram of engine model at variation engine speed (rpm).
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decrease the in-cylinder engine pressure. The highest

pressure in combustion process is if the engine is

operated in 3000 rpm engine speed. In this operating

condition in 3000 rpm engine speed, the combustion

process is most excellent than the other condition, in

the engine speed condition is not higher and not lower

for the combustion of compression ignition engine.

Burned fuel rate in 3000 rpm engine speed is most

excellent than the other engine speed and the effect is

can be product the higher power and higher pressure.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature characteristics in-cylinder

profile  of  compression ignition engine has been

plotted  from  simulation  result output of GT-Post.

The temperature profile in-cylinder engine is shown

that temperature in compression stroke to ignition and

then to product the engine power is higher than the

expansion strokes for exhaust gas from combustion and

air intake needed to combustion. The average results

are shown that increasing engine speed will be increase

temperature in-cylinder engine and decreasing engine

speed will be increase temperature in-cylinder. In this

simulation result is shown that the highest in-cylinder

temperature in combustion process is not in the highest

engine speed, the highest in-cylinder temperature is in

3000 rpm engine speed, because in this case the

combustion is most excellent than the other condition

and unburned fuel is lowest, so the temperature product

from the combustion is the highest. The lowest

temperature in combustion process is in 4000 rpm

engine speed. In this engine speed, the combustion

process is not excellent and unburned fuel is highest

than the other condition for compression stroke of

compression ignition engine. The temperature in-

cylinder engine profile in the expansion strokes side is

not different with compression stroke, the highest

temperature is in 3000 rpm engine speed and the

lowest  temperature  is  in highest engine speed in

4000 rpm.

In-cylinder burned zone temperature profile

characteristics in-cylinder engine profile of compression

ignition engine in variation engine speed has been

plotted from engine model simulation result output in

Fig. 4. In-cylinder burned zone temperature profile in-

cylinder engine is shown that the highest in-cylinder

burned zone temperature is in 3000 rpm engine speed

and the lowest in-cylinder burned zone temperature is

in 4000 rpm. The engine speed in 3000 rpm is the

most excellent in combustion process and can be

product the highest burned zone temperature than the

other engine speed. 

Fig. 5 shows in-cylinder unburned zone

temperature profile characteristics in-cylinder engine of

compression ignition engine in variation engine speed

has been plotted from simulation result output. The in-

cylinder unburned zone temperature profile in-cylinder

engine is shown that highest in-cylinder unburned zone

temperature is in 3000 rpm engine speed and the

lowest in-cylinder unburned zone temperature profile is

in 500 rpm. In the unburned zone temperature the

engine speed increasing is will be increase the

unburned zone temperature profile.

The LogP-LogV diagram characteristics have been

plotted  from  simulation  result  output  in Fig. 6.

The Fig. 6 is shown that in the LogP-LogV diagram in

compression stroke to ignition and then to product the

engine power from the fuel and air combustion is

higher than the pressure in expansion strokes for

exhaust gas from combustion and for air intake needed

to combustion, but the volume is opposite of the

pressure. If the increasing the in-cylinder pressure the

volume is decrease and the decreasing the in-cylinder

pressure  will  be  increase  the in-cylinder volume.

The results are shown that increasing engine speed will

be increase pressure in-cylinder and decreasing engine

speed will be decrease pressure in-cylinder. In this

simulation,  the  results  are  shown that the highest

in-cylinder pressure in Log-LogV diagram in

combustion process is not in the highest engine speed,

from the Fig. 6 shown that, the lowest LoP-LogV

diagram pressure in combustion pressure is in 4000

rpm engine speed, because in this case the combustion

is in rapidly so the combustion process is not excellent

and unburned fuel is highest, this phenomenon will be

decrease the in-cylinder engine pressure. The highest

pressure in LogP-LogV diagram in combustion process

is if the engine is operated in 3000 rpm engine speed.

In this operating condition in 3000 rpm engine speed

the combustion process is most excellent than the

other, in the engine speed condition is not higher and

not lower for the combustion of compression ignition

engine. Burned fuel rate in 3000 rpm engine speed is

most excellent than the other engine speed and the

effect is product the higher power and higher pressure

in LogP-LogV diagram. 

Fig. 7 shows the P-V diagram in combustion

process of compression ignition engine. The

compression stroke to ignition and then to product the

engine power from the fuel and air combustion is

higher than the pressure in expansion strokes for

exhaust gas from combustion and for intake air was

needed to combustion, but the volume is opposite of

the pressure. If the increasing the in-cylinder pressure

the volume is decrease and the decreasing the in-

cylinder pressure the in-cylinder volume is increase.

The results are shown that increasing engine speed will

be increase pressure in-cylinder and decreasing engine

speed will be decrease pressure in-cylinder. From the

Fig. 6 shown that, the lowest pressure of P-V diagram

in combustion pressure is in 4000 rpm engine speed,

because in this case the combustion is in rapidly so the
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Fig. 8: Pumping loop  pressure at 500 rpm

Fig. 9: Pumping loop pressure at 1000 rpm

Fig. 10: Pumping loop  pressure at 1500 rpm
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Fig. 11: Pumping loop  pressure at 2000 rpm

Fig. 12: Pumping loop pressure at 2500 rpm

Fig. 13: Pumping loop pressure at 3000 rpm
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Fig. 14: Pumping loop  pressure at 3500 rpm

Fig. 15: Pumping loop pressure at 4000 rpm

combustion process is not excellent and unburned fuel

is highest, this phenomenon will be decrease the in-

cylinder engine pressure of P-V diagram. The highest

pressure of P-V diagram in combustion process is if

the engine is operated in 3000 rpm engine speed, the

combustion process is most excellent than the other.

Burned fuel rate in 3000 rpm engine speed is most

excellent and the effect is product the highest pressure

and highest temperature for highest engine power. 

Pumping loop (cylinder and port pressure) in-

cylinder process, pumping loop in intake system

process, pumping loop in exhaust system process and

valve lift process are shown in Fig. 8 – Fig. 15. In the

cylinder pumping loop the highest pressure in power

stroke is in 3000 rpm, in expansion stroke is in 4000

rpm, in intake stroke is 4000 rpm and in compression

stroke is in 3000 rpm. In the exhaust pumping loop the

highest pressure in power stroke is in 3000 rpm, in

expansion stroke is in 4000 rpm, in intake stroke is

4000 rpm and in compression stroke is in 4000 rpm. In

the intake pumping loop the highest pressure in power

stroke is in 4000 rpm, in expansion stroke is in 4000

rpm, in intake stroke is 3500 rpm and in compression

stroke is in 4000 rpm.

Conclusion: Cylinder pressure and temperature versus

crank angle data over the compression and expansion

strokes of the engine operating cycle can be used to

obtain quantitative information on the progress of

combustion. Suitable methods of analysis which yield

the rate of release of the fuel’s chemical energy or heat

release or rate of fuel burning, through the compression

ignition engine combustion process. The simulation

results are shown that the highest in-cylinder pressure

and temperature is produced in the 3000 rpm engine

speed  mode compared with the other engine speed.
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The lowest in-cylinder pressure and temperature is

produced in the 4000 rpm engine speed mode

compared with the other engine speed. The simulation

result is shown that the in-cylinder engine pressure and

temperature results as a function of crank angle degree

for the different engine speed. Based on the simulation

results are shown that the engine best to operate at

3000 rpm engine speed. 
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